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spectacle in the Legislative Assembly of an official member claiming to emphasise the view of a provincial Government when the accepted or proposed policy of the Government of India might not be exactly in line with it ?—I have mentioned an instance of that kind in the memorandum.
64. Would you give me the reference ?—It is on page 65 of the " Short Sketch of the Operation of " the Constitution in the Central Government."
* * * It is the last sentence of the second paragraph.
 66.	Yes.    I will .just read the sentence :   " Pro-
41 vincial   official  members  are  free   to   speak   and
" vote as they like, but on occasion may be required
'' to vote with Government.    Actually they spoke and
" voted against Government in connection with the
" provincial contributions."    Lord Burnham tells me
he thinks he recalled instances, in his reading of the
Indian   Hansard,   where   they  might  have   spoken
critically of the Government of India even though
they did not vote ?—I cannot recall that.
 67.	Tell me this, as we are on the subject.    It is
a matter, I think, of very great importance.    What
ts the accepted view in the Central Legislature as to
the way that nominated officials vote ?    You see,
3. man may be an official and may be nominated,
and yet in his personal judgment he may not always
quite agree with the Governmental proposal.    Such
things  have  been known.—(Mr. Haig):  I think a
nominated  official  is  always   expected   to  support
'Government by his vote.
 68.	And is the expectation in practice fulfilled ?—
I am not aware of any instance in which it has not
been.
 69.	I imagine, of course, that in the case of nomi-
jiated non-officials the position is quite different ?
—Yes.    They have freedom.
 70.	Now   I should like to get your help a little
on this subject—the working in practice of the leader
•of the House and the Government he represents and
its policy in relation to a majority which is elected
and unofficial and very often critical of Government
-proposals.    The position in the Council of State, is
mot it, is that out of a total membership of 60, 33
.are elected.    In the Legislative Assembly you have
in fact a membership of 145, and 104 of then! are
-elected ?—Yes.
 71.	What one needs very much to understand, if
^we are considering the constitutional problem of the
'Central Government, is how the thing works with
so large an elected majority and so comparatively
rsmall an element which is officially supporting the
•Government ?—Of course, there are not infrequent
•occasions   when   Government   is   defeated—when
Government proposes legislation and is unable, to
•carry it or, more frequently, when a non-official resolution is moved by the opposition and is carried .against Government. There are other, legislative, measures (quite a fair number, I think, in the aggregate) which are not really very controversial, and which can be carried more or less by the general sense of the House,- if they raise no grave political issue. There remains a certain number of big issues which .Government manage to get through by a very small majority. Occasionally, of course, they are beaten iby a small majority.
72.	You are speaking of the  cases where they
.get  them through ?—Yes.   When Government do
«et a majority in a controversial matter like that,
they probably have had the support of the majority,
^t any rate, of the nominated non-officials, though
not all.    It is probably a measure that commends
itself to the European group, who number ten or
eleven or something like that, and it may be a
measure that commends itself to the Muhammadan
group.     If   they  can command   all  that  support
they can secure a fair majority;   otherwise  they
cajmot,
73 The particular reflection that occurs to one •when one thinks of the contact of this point of view (between the legislatures of the provinces and the .legislatures at the centre is this. la the provinces,
 though you have got a majority that is elected, the policy of Government is framed in consultation with and is supported by ministers who themselves are elected, and who, presumably, therefore, have a following among the elected members, and therefore, even although the official element is a minority under that arrangement, you may hope to see the policy adopted by the provincial Government generally supported ?—Yes.
 74.	But in the Central Legislature, as you have
no ministers, you have no element of that sort in
the Government which may be expected  to  bring
along elected support, because the supporters belong
to the same group.    Do you see what* 1 mean ?—
Yes.
 75.	I think what strikes one when one  looks  at
the   present   arrangement   is   that   the   Legislative
Assembly has got 104 elected members out of 145, and,
as we know, there is a good deal of criticism.    Never
theless, as I read it, the history of the Legislative
Assembly here is  broadly speaking that the policies
that have been proposed have been carried out ?—
Yes.
 76.	Is that a coriect way of looking at it ?—Well,
I  think  a  considerable  proportion  of  the  policies
proposed have been carried out.
 77.	Instead of saying the policies proposed have
been, broadly speaking, carried out, I will substitute
a  considerable proportion ?—Yes.    But,  of  course,
Government in making proposals to lay before the
Legislative Assembly always try to take account of
all currents of opinion.    There may be informal con
sultation beforehand ;   there may be a committee of
the legislature which reports, and on the basis of it
legislation   is   subsequently   framed   and    carried.
There  are  opportunities  for  Government  to   keep
in  pretty close touch with opinion in the legisla
ture.
 78.	Lord Burnham :  Surely if you look at page 80,*
Mr.  Chairman,  you will find that  " the Assembly
" divided on 431 occasions with results favourable to
" Government on 239 occasions and unfavourable on
"192.    In   104   divisions   on   demands   for   grants
" Government was defeated in 56 and won in 48.
" On Bills 139 divisions went in favour of Govern-
V ment and 91 against.    On resolutions and adjourn-
" ment motions the majority was with Government
" on 52 and against on 45 occasions." Are those figures
correct ?—(Mr. Dunnetf) : Yes, sir.    I can. give you
some figures on the question you are asking about
the support in the House.

 79.	The Chairman :   Those figures to which Lord
Burnham calls attention on page 81 of the docu
ment*  certainly bear  very much on the   point.—
That is the result, sir, but about the method, the
position is this, that in the Legislative Assembly a
vote of, say, 53 will win the day for Government
unless there is a whipping up and a very full House.
Now, Government always secures the attendance of
its official members, and there is one condition of
nomination as a  non-official,  and  that is regular
attendance.    Therefore  we  may  take  it  that  the
Government nominations are normally present, and
they are 40.    The nominated non-officials do not
always vote with us, and we have had several who
have always voted  against  us;  but  the   position
roughly is that if Government can get about  15
elected members to vote with them, on anything but
an extraordinary occasion Government will win.    Is
this of use, sir ?
 80.	Yes, it is very practical.—The position in the
House is that there is no solid single opposition;
there are a series of parties.   These parlies do not
always agree among  themselves.    Secondly,   their
party organisation is not completely efficient, and
therefore Government has always the opportunity
either of detaching one party from the other parties,
or of detaching various members from, individual
parties   and. therefore in. say, half the cases the
Government has not much difficulty in getting its 15,
"» Vol. IV.

